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GET INTO 
THE BIBLE

30 MINUTES

PREPARATION
NEEDED

EMOJI BIBLE

AIM
What if famous Bible stories were told
using emojis? Which emojis would you
use to sum up a well-known parable?
How would you describe your faith
journey in just three emojis? Use this
modern-day language to explore your 
faith and discuss how you feel aboutfaith and discuss how you feel about
God.

WHAT YOU’LL NEED
>  Emoji Bible PowerPoint
>  Projector / Large TV
>  Phones or Paper & Pen 
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No further instructions.

KEEPING 
EVERYONE SAFE

Emoji Bible Quiz

  1  Display the Emoji Bible PowerPoint. This contains 15 clues that use emojis to describe a Bible 
   story, character or event. 

  2  Young people can complete the quiz individually or in pairs/small teams. 

  3  At the end of the quiz, go through the answers. Who scored the most points? 

  4  When you go through the answers, ask young people to talk through each emoji in the clues 
      and what each emoji might represent in that Bible character’s life or event in the Bible.

Create Your Own Emoji Bible Questions

  1  Challenge the group to come up with their own Emoji Bible clue using characters, events or 
   stories not already covered. This could be completed on phones/tablets etc, or young people 
   could draw their clues on paper. 

  2  After a few minutes, let everyone share their clue and see if anyone else can guess it correctly. 

My Faith Journey in Three Emojis

  1  1  Emojis can be used to quickly communicate a thought or feeling without using words. In fact, 
   some people find it easier to get across how they are feeling using emojis, rather than words. 

  2  One area that some young people struggle to openly talk about is their faith and how they 
   feel about God. For some it can be difficult to find the right words. Challenge the group to 
   consider summing up how they feel about God and their faith using three emojis. Encourage 
   young people to be as honest as possible. 

  3  Ask those who are comfortable to share which three emojis they have used and why.

  4  4  Finish in prayer, leaving a period of 
   silence for young people to silently pray 
   to God, sharing their three emojis with 
   him and what that means for their 
   relationship with God.   

GETTING INTO THE ACTIVITY

This activity will require a leader to download the Emoji Bible PowerPoint and display this using a projector or 

large TV. 

   Download Emoji Bible PowerPoint

GET INTO THE BIBLE: EMOJI BIBLE

LEADER PREPARATION

THEME: MY BIBLE ADVENTURE


